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INTRODUCTION
We examine speech intelligibility in noise and the effect of the 

following factors:

• Speaker gender

• Listener native language

• Listener gender

• Listener age

RESEARCH QUESTION
Does a large dataset of speech intelligibility teach us anything 

new about speech perception?

Figure 2. Raincloud plot of the Levenstein Distance split by speaker

• Apparent gender effect (women > men) 

• Add a random effect for talker → speaker gender effect goes away (cf. Fig. 2)

Figure 3: Levenstein distance split by native language Figure 4: Jaro distance
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Effects of noise, native language, age, and speaker gender on intelligibility 

in a large corpus of read speech

DISCUSSION
• This replicates findings that L2 listeners have greater trouble 

in noise than L1 listeners

• Suggests that any gender difference is driven by individual 

variability (i.e., a few unintelligible men) rather than a true 

group difference

• This replicates and extends previous findings showing a lack 

of a gender effect (McCloy et al., 2018)

• Previous findings  that women are more intelligible than 

men are likely not reliable

• Online testing allows for more efficient sampling

• A large population provides the statistical power to ask subtle 

questions (even with large variability in headphones)

FUTURE WORK
• More refined analysis of the available data
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MODEL DETAILS
• Model fitting with lme4 (Bates et al., 2022) in R 

• All talkers included, mixed model with random intercepts for 

sentence & listener 

• LD ~ NoiseCondition * EnglishFirstLanguage + 

ListenerGender + ListenerAge + SpeakerGender + 

(1|Speaker_ID) +(1|Listener)+(1|Item)

• Model including Speaker RE preferred (χ²(1)=9194, p<0.001)
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Figure 1: Age (years)

• As expected, interaction with noise and native language for both measures of intelligibility

• Native language difference in performance increases at poorer SNRs

RESULTS

METHODS
• 720 IEEE (“Harvard”) sentences (Panfili et al., 2017)

• Native English Speakers; from WA, OR, and ID

10 women, 10 men

Masking Noise

• Corpus-shaped noise (steady)

• SNRs: -2, 0, +2 dB

Listeners

1520 English-speaking adults 

• 913 L1, 607 L2

• 997 female, 493 male, 30 other

• Age range: 16-70

(mean: 21, standard deviation: 4.29)

• UAlberta and UW undergraduate students

Task

• Online perception task (Nov. 2020 – Apr. 2022)

• Participants were asked to wear headphones

• 120 randomly selected test sentences

• Listeners typed each sentence to the best of their ability

Scoring

• Levenstein Distance across the entire sentence (Sohoglu & 

Davis, 2016)

• Jaro Distance across the entire sentence (Van der Loo, 2014)

• Calculated in R following Bosker (2021)
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